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Abstract: 

 Fuel cells are environmentally sound renewable energy sources that are capable of operating at  efficiencies greater than 

traditional energy production methods. The fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy d irectly  into 

electrical energy by the reaction of hydrogen from fuel and oxygen from the air without regard to climate condit ions, unlike hydro 

or wind turbines and photovoltaic array. Fuel cells are different from batteries in that they require a constant source of fu el and 

oxygen to run, but they can produce electricity continually for as long as these inputs are supplied. In order to the meet the s ystem 

operational and security requirements, fuel cell power systems need to be interfaced with the utility grid connected through a set 

of power electronic devices. Interconnecting a fuel cell power system with a utility grid is very important since the interfa ce will 

not only affect the fuel cell system, but also the grid  connected. When such systems are used to power ac loads or to  be connected 

with the electricity grid, an inversion stage is also required. For this purpose we need an inverter which produces an output  

voltage greater than dc input voltage. The boost inverter exh ibits several advantages, the most important of which is that it can 

generate an ac output voltage from a lower dc input voltage in a single power stage. In addition, the proposed system incorpo rates 

battery-based energy storage and a dc–dc bidirectional converter to support the slow dynamics of the FC. A Simu link based 

model is developed and the simulation results for the proposed model applied to induction motor drive by using MAT LAB.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

The recent trends in small scale power generation using the 

with the increased concerns on environment and cost of 

energy, the power industry is experiencing fundamental 

changes with more renewable energy sources (RESs) or micro 

sources such as photovoltaic cells, small wind turbines, and 

micro  turbines being integrated into the power g rid in the form 

of distributed generation (DG). The fuel cells are 

electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy direct ly 

into electrical energy by the reaction of hydrogen from fuel 

and oxygen from the air without regard to climate conditions, 

unlike hydro or wind turbines and photovoltaic array. Fuel 

cells are d ifferent from batteries in  that they require a constant 

source of fuel and oxygen to run, but they can produce 

electricity continually for as long as these inputs are supplied. 

Thus, the fuel cells are Among the most attractive DGs 

resources for power delivery. However, batteries need to be 

placed in parallel or in  series with the fuel cells as a temporary 

energy storage element to support during startup or sudden 

load changes because fuel cells cannot immediately respond to 

such abrupt load changes. Generally, fuel cells produce dc 

voltage outputs, and it keeps on varying with the load. So they 

are always connected to electric power networks through 

power conditioning units such as DC/DC and DC/AC to 

maintain the voltage constant or to stabilize the voltage. 

However, the FC systems must be supported through 

additional energy storage unit to achieve high-quality supply 

of power [1]–[4]. When such systems are used to power ac 

loads or to be connected with the electricity grid, inversion 

stage is also required. The typical output voltage of low-power 

FC is low and variable with respect to the load current. For 

instance, based on the current–voltage characteristics of a 72-

cell proton exchange membrane FC (PEMFC) power module, 

the voltage varies between 39 and 69 V depending upon the 

level of the output current as shown in Fig. 1 [5]. Moreover, 

the hydrogen and oxidant cannot respond the load current 

changes instantaneously due to the operation of components 

such as pumps, heat exchangers, and fuel-processing unit 

Thus, the slow dynamics of the FC must be taken into account 

when designing FC systems. This is crucial, especially when 

the power drawn from the FC exceeds the maximum 

permissible power, as in this case, the FC module may not 

only fail to supply the required power to the load but also 

cease to operate or be damaged [10]–[12]. Therefore, the 

power converter needs to ensure that the required power 

remains within the maximum limit [10], [12]. A two-stage FC 

power conditioning system to deliver ac power has been 

commonly  considered and studied. The two-stage FC power 

conditioning system encounters drawbacks such as being 

bulky, costly, and relat ively inefficient due to its cascaded 

power conversion stages. To alleviate these drawbacks, a 

topology that is suitable for ac loads and is powered from dc 

sources able to boost and invert the voltage at the same time 

has been proposed. The double loop control scheme of this 

topology has also been proposed for better performance even 

during transient conditions. A single-stage FC system based on 

a boost inverter has been proposed. The single-stage system is 

able to minimize the problems with the two-stage FC power 

conditioning system. The paper reported overall efficiency 

dealing with the single-stage and conventional two-stage FC 

systems. The total efficiency of the single-stage system has 

been improved around 10% over the range of the power rat ing. 

The objective of this paper is to propose a grid-connected 

single-phase FC system using a single energy conversion stage 

only. In part icular, the proposed system, based on the boost 

inverter with a backup energy storage unit, solves the 

previously mentioned issues (e.g., the low and variable output 
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voltage of the FC, its slow dynamics, and current harmonics 

on the FC side). The single energy conversion stage includes 

both boosting and inversion functions and provides high power 

conversion efficiency, reduced converter size, and low cost. 

The proposed single-phase grid-connected FC system can 

operate either in grid connected or stand-alone mode. In the 

grid-connected mode, the boost inverter is able to control the 

active (P) and react ive (Q) powers through the grid by the 

proposed PQ control algorithm using fast signal conditioning 

for single-phase systems. 

 

 
 

II. PROPOS ED FC ENERGY S YS TEM  

 

A. Description of the FC System  

 

The block diagram of the proposed grid-connected FC system 

is shown in  Fig. 2. Fig. 2 also shows the power flows between 

each part. This system consists of two power converters: the 

boost inverter and the bidirectional backup unit, as shown in 

Figs. 2 and 3. The boost inverter is supplied by the FC and the 

backup unit, which  are both connected to the same unregulated 

dc bus, while the output side is connected to the load and grid 

through an inductor. The system incorporates a current-mode 

controlled bidirectional converter with battery energy storage 

to support the FC power generation and a voltage-controlled 

boost inverter. The FC system should dynamically ad just to 

varying input voltage while maintain ing constant power 

operation. Voltage and current limits , which should be 

provided by the manufacturers of the FC stack, need to be 

imposed at the input of the converter to protect the FC from 

damage due to excessive loading and transients. Moreover, the 

power has to be ramped up and down so that the FC can react 

appropriately, avoiding transients and extending its lifet ime. 

The converter also has to meet the maximum ripple current 

requirements of the FC [6]. 

 
 

In the grid-connected mode, the system is also providing 

active (P) and reactive (Q) power control. A key concept of the 

PQ control in the inductive coupled voltage sources is the use 

of a grid compatib le frequency and voltage droops [20]. 

Therefore, the active and reactive powers are controlled by the 

small variations of the voltage phase and magnitude. The 

control of the inverter requires a fast signal conditioning for 

single-phase systems. In the proposed system, the second-

order generalized integrator (SOGI) algorithm has been 

employed [20]. 

 

 
 

B. Boost Inverter The boost inverter consists of two 

bidirectional boost converters and their outputs are connected 

in series, as shown in Fig. 3. Each boost converter generates a 

dc bias with deliberate ac output voltage (a dc-biased 

sinusoidal waveform as an output), so that each converter 

generates a unipolar vo ltage greater than the FC voltage with a 

variable duty cycle. Each converter output and the combined 

outputs are described by 

 

 
 

Where Vdc is the dc offset voltage of each boost converter and 

have to be greater than 0.5 Ao + Vin . From (3), it can be 

observed that the output voltage Vo contains only the ac 

component. This concept has been discussed in numerous 

papers. The boost inverter employs voltage mode control. In 

this paper, a double-loop control scheme is chosen for the 

boost-inverter control being the most appropriate method to 

control the individual boost converters covering the wide 

range of operating points. This control method is based on the 

averaged continuous-time model of the boost topology and has 

several advantages with special conditions that may not be 

provided by the sliding mode control, such as nonlinear loads, 

abrupt load variations, and transient short-circuit situations. 

Using this control method, the inverter maintains a stable 

operating condition by means of limiting the inductor current. 

Because of this ability to keep the system under control even 

in these situations, the inverter achieves a very reliable 

operation. The reference voltage of the boost inverter is 

provided from the PQ control algorithm being able to control 

the active and reactive power. The voltages across C1 and C2 

are controlled to track the voltage references using 

proportional-resonant (PR) controllers. Compared with the 

conventional proportional integral (PI) controller, the PR 

controller has the ability to min imize the drawbacks of the PI 

one such as lack of tracking a sinusoidal reference with zero 

steady-state error and poor disturbance rejection capability. 

The currents through L1 and L2 are controlled by PR 

controllers to achieve a stable operation under special 

conditions such as nonlinear loads and transients. The control 

block d iagram for the boost inverter is shown in Fig.4. The 

output voltage reference is divided to generate the two 
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individual output voltage references of the two boost 

converters with the dc bias, Vdc. The dc bias can be obtained 

by adding the input voltage Vin to the half of the peak output 

amplitude. Vdc is also used to minimize the output voltages of 

the converters and the switching losses in the variable input 

voltage condition. The output voltage reference is determined 

by 

  
 

where Vpp is the peak value of the typical g rid voltage, dVpp is 

a small variation of the output voltage reference affecting to 

the reactive power, ωo is the grid fundamental angular 

frequency, and δ is the phase difference between Vo and Vg 

relating with the active power. Then, V1. Ref and V2.ref. 

 

C. Backup Energy Storage Unit  

 

The functions of the backup energy storage unit are divided 

into two parts. First, the backup unit is designed to support the 

slow dynamics of the FC. Second, in  order to protect the FC 

system, the backup unit provides low-frequency ac current that 

is required from the boost inverter operation. The low-

frequency current ripple supplied by the batteries has an 

impact on their lifetime, but between the most expensive FC 

components and the relatively inexpensive battery 

components, the latter is preferab le to be s tressed by such low-

frequency current ripple. The backup unit comprises of a 

current-mode controlled bidirectional converter and a battery 

as the energy storage unit. 

 

 
D. Control of the Grid -Connected Boost Inverter Fig. 6 

illustrates the equivalent circuit of the grid-connected FC 

system consisting of two ac sources (Vg and Vo), an ac 

inductor Lf between the two ac sources, and the load. The 

boost inverter output voltage (including the FC and backup 

unit) is indicated as Vo and Vg is the grid voltage. The active 

and reactive powers at the point of common coupling (PCC) 

are expressed 

 

 
Where Lf is the filter inductance between the grid and the 

boost inverter. 

 
 

The phase shift δ and voltage difference Vg – Vo between Vo 

and Vg affect the active and the reactive powers, respectively. 

Therefore, to control the power flows between the boost 

inverter and the grid, the FC system must be able to vary its 

output voltage Vo in amplitude and phase with respect to the 

grid voltage Vg [20], [24]. Fig. 7 shows the theoretical 

approach to control the power between the grid and the boost 

inverter with d ifferent vector diagrams. According to these 

vector diagrams, power flow, active power and reactive 

powers should be controlled by the phase angle δ and the 

inverter voltage amplitude, Vo. For instance, when the reactive 

power reference is zero, Fig. 7(a) shows active power 

controlling with s mall variations of δ and dVpp. If active and 

reactive powers need to be controlled simu ltaneously, Fig. 7(b) 

is the approach to control them. Fig. 7(c) illustrates that only 

dVpp is controlled for reactive power while the active power is 

zero by the magnitude of Vo equals Vg . Fig. 7 illustrates that 

the system is sensitive to small changes of the phase δ and the 

magnitude dVpp. Therefore, the grid connected FC system as 

parallel operation of voltage source inverters requires a p recise 

control. Grid -compatib le frequency and voltage droop were 

introduced to control active and reactive powers in this paper. 

The droop control for the boost inverter requires the fast 

acquisition of P and Q. The measurement of P and Q at the 

PCC is obtained based on the following expressions [20]:  

 
 

Where vgα and vgβ are the instantaneous orthogonal voltages 

at PCC, and igα and igβ are the instantaneous orthogonal 

currents at PCC. The orthogonal voltage and current are 

obtained using a SOGI-based algorithm which prov ides a fast 

signal conditioning for single-phase systems [20]. Fig. 8 

illustrates the PQ control algorithm with the phase locked  loop 

and the orthogonal system generator. δ and dVpp are 

determined by PI regulators to track the act ive and react ive 

power references. The inverter voltage reference is generated 

to control the active and reactive powers using the droop 

control method, as shown in Fig. 8.  
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III S IMULATION RES ULTS  

 The performance of the proposed control strategy was 

evaluated by computer simulation using Matlab/Simulink  

Platform. Here simulat ion is carried out in d ifferent cases; 1). 

Proposed Single Phase Fuel Cell with Grid Connected System. 

2. Proposed Single Phase Fuel Cell with Induction motor drive  

 

Case 1: Proposed Single Phase Fuel  Cell with Grid 

Connected System 

 

 

 
Figure.10. Simulation results of the proposed FC system. 

(a) Output vol tages of the boost inverter. (b) Grid voltage 

Vg and current Ig  with full  power feeding to the grid. (c) 

Current waveforms of L1 and L2. (d) Input current of the 

boost inverter, Idc. (e) Output current of the backup unit, 

ILb 2 of Proposed Single Phase Fuel Cell with Grid 

Connected System. 

 
Figure.11. Shows the simulation results of the PQ control. 

(a) Active power measurement and i ts reference. (b) 

Reactive power measurement and its reference. (c) Small 

variation of the phase δ for the active power control. (d) 

Small variation of the voltage amplitude dVpp for the 

reactive power control of Proposed Single Phase Fuel Cell 

with Grid Connected System. 
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Case 2: Proposed Single Phase Fuel Cell with Induction 

motor 

 
 

IV. CONCLUS ION  

 

Distributed power systems offer a potential increase in 

efficiency by localizing power generation. Distributed power 

also offers increased reliab ility, uninterruptible service, and 

energy cost savings. In general, the energy source in a 

distributed power scheme is a fuel cell, a micro turbine, or a 

photo-voltaic cell. These energy conversion devices produce a 

dc voltage, which must be converted to an ac voltage for 

residential or industrial application. Singlephase single power 

stage grid-connected FC system based on the boost-inverter 

topology with a backup battery based energy storage unit is 

proposed in this paper. The simulation results and selected 

laboratory tests verify the operation characteristics of the 

proposed FC system. In  summary, the proposed FC system has 

a number of attractive features, such as single power 

conversion stage with high efficiency, simplified topology, 

low cost, and able to operate in standalone as well as in grid -

connected mode. Moreover, in the grid-connected mode, the 

proposed Single Phase Fuel Cell with induction motor speed 

and torque characteristics are verified.  
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